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Abstract—
Broadcasting protocols are proved to be efficient for transmitting most of

the popular videos in video-on-demand systems. We propose a generalized
analytical approach to evaluate the efficiency of the broadcasting protocols
and derive the theoretical lower bandwidth requirement bound for any pe-
riodic broadcasting protocols. By means of the proposed analytical tool -
temporal-bandwidth map, the approach can be used to direct the design of
periodic broadcasting protocols to achieve different goals, e.g., server band-
width requirement, client waiting time, client I/O bandwidth requirement
etc. As the most important performance index in VOD system is the re-
quired server bandwidth, we give the solution to achieve the optimal band-
width efficiency given client waiting time requirement and the length of the
video. To take into account the popular compressed video with variable bit
rate, the optimal approach is applied readily to the VBR videos and can
achieve zero loss and best bandwidth efficiency. We give proof why existing
techniques such as smoothing and prefetching is not necessary and in some
cases inefficient in broadcasting protocols. We also discuss how broadcast-
ing schemes can be tailored to support true and interactive VOD service.
An insightful comparison between broadcasting and multicasting schemes
is also given in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Video-on-Demand (VOD) proposes to provide subscribers
with the possibility of watching the video of their choice at the
time of their choice, as if they were watching a rented video cas-
sette. So far VOD has not been a commercial success because
the technology is still very expensive and its potential users are
unwilling to pay much more for a VOD selection than they are
used to paying for a video cassette rental.

Previous research has shown that performance of VOD sys-
tem can be greatly improved through the use of multicast or
broadcast schemes. Most of the multicast protocols [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20] are reactive in the sense that they transmit data in
response to the user requests. Multicast schemes try to let user
share the same stream of data as much as possible. While some
of the multicast approaches can provide immediate service and
save server bandwidth by avoiding unnecessary transmission of
data, they are subject to data loss and can not guarantee on time
delivery of data if user requests are bursty or too high. Broad-
casting schemes can address this problem by periodically trans-
mitting video segment in a proactive way and guarantee service
latency within certain amount of time.

The idea behind periodic broadcasting schemes is to divide
the video into a series of segments and broadcast each segment
periodically on dedicated server channels. While user is playing

the current video segment, it is guaranteed that the next segment
is downloaded on time and the whole video can be played out
continuously. User will have to wait for the occurrence of the
first segment before they can start playing the video. User wait-
ing time is usually the length of the first segment. A true VOD
service does not require user to wait for the video. Since user
can not watch the video immediately, broadcasting protocols can
only provide near VOD service.

In the literature, researchers were trying to find out the golden
factor to divide the video to achieve the lowest server bandwidth
while still guarantee on time delivery of each segment. In this
paper, we propose an insightful analysis for VOD broadcasting
protocols and give the solution to this golden factor. A conve-
nient tool, the temporal-bandwidth map, is provided to evalu-
ate broadcasting protocol performance efficiency. The theoret-
ical lower server bandwidth requirement for any broadcasting
protocols is derived and the optimal broadcasting schemes to
achieve the lowest server bandwidth given certain user waiting
time and number of segments are presented. It is also shown that
our approach can be readily tailored to analyze variable bit rate
(VBR) based videos. As a result, the VBR video is transformed
to constant bit rate (CBR) streams to be broadcast. We show
that smoothing techniques in broadcasting protocols could not
achieve better performance for saving server bandwidth. The
proposed approach can also be utilized to design broadcast-
ing protocols to satisfy other performance requirements such as
client I/O bandwidth and client storage constraint. We also dis-
cuss how broadcasting protocols can be modified to provide true
VOD service and the possibility of interactive functions, which
are rarely mentioned for broadcasting protocols in previous re-
search. We also show the relationship between broadcasting and
multicasting schemes and how multicasting schemes degenerate
to broadcasting schemes.

Throughout the paper we use S to denote the total length (in
time units) of the video, Si the ith segment, w the client waiting
time requirement, b the video consumption or display rate and n
the number of segments for a given video.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PERIODIC BROADCASTING

PROTOCOLS

Staggered broadcasting [15] is the simplest broadcasting pro-
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tocol proposed in the early days. It allocates K server channels
each with bandwidth b to transmit the whole video. The be-
ginnings of each video replica are staggered evenly across the
channels. Client access latency is S=K and it could not be im-
proved without the expense of linear increase in the correspond-
ing server bandwidth.

Some more efficient broadcasting protocols have been pro-
posed. All these protocols share a similar organization. They
divide each video into n segments that are simultaneously broad-
cast on different data streams (logical channels). One of these
streams transmits nothing but the first segment of the video.
The other streams transmit the remaining segments at their des-
ignated bandwidth. When users want to watch a video, they
wait for the beginning of the first segment from the first stream.
While they start watching that segment, their set-top box (STB)
starts downloading enough data from the other stream(s) so that
it will be able to play each segment of the video in turn.

These broadcasting protocols can be subdivided into three
groups. Protocols in the first group partition the video into in-
creasing size of segments and transmit them in logical chan-
nels of same bandwidth. They are based on Viswanathan and
Imielinski’s Pyramid Broadcasting (PB) protocol [1]. The seg-
ment size of the videos in this protocol follows a geometrical
series and different videos are mingled together in each logical
channel. To provide on time delivery of the videos, each seg-
ment channel has to transmit the segments in a very high rate
and client I/O bandwidth and storage requirement are also high.
Clients can download the next segment at its earliest occurrence
and at any time they download at most two consecutive chan-
nels. To address the problem of high client side requirement in
PB, Permutation-based Pyramid Broadcasting (PPB) was pro-
posed. Instead of transmitting a segment in a very high band-
width, PPB multiplexed the segment channel into P subchan-
nels and transmitted them in P times lower rate. The P sub-
streams are staggered with each other to meet the same timing
requirement as in PB. Another important protocol in this family
is the Skyscraper Broadcasting protocol (SB) [3]. SB transmits
each segment in the video consumption rate b and its segment
series progression is much lower but still meet the timing re-
quirement. User needs to download from at most two streams at
any time. The client disk storage requirement is constrained by
the size of the last segment. A more efficient broadcast scheme,
the Fast Broadcasting (FB) [7] is proposed to divide the video
into geometrical series of [1, 2, 4, . . .2K�1, 2K]. The channel
bandwidth is b and client needs to download from all K streams
simultaneously. This protocol is the most efficient in terms of
server bandwidth requirement.

It is the Harmonic Broadcasting (HB) [4] initiated another
group of broadcasting protocols. They divide the video into
equal size segments and transmit them in logical channels of
decreasing bandwidth. The playout duration of a segment is de-
fined as a slot. In HB, each segment is broadcast repeatedly on
its dedicated channel with a bandwidth b=i. This requires much
less server bandwidth than the PB family protocols. Client starts

receiving data from each segment stream right after it can start
downloading the first segment. When the client is ready to con-
sume segment Si, it will have received i � 1 slots of data from
that segment and the last slot of that segment stream can be re-
ceived during the segment playout time. HB requires the client
receiving bandwidth the same as the server transmission rate and
the storage requirement about 37% of the entire video. The ma-
jor flaw in HB is that it can not always deliver all the data on
time. Paris et. al. proposed the Cautious Harmonic (CHB),
the Quasi-Harmonic (QHB) [5] and the Polyharmonic (PHB)
[6] protocol and solved this problem. These protocols provide
almost the same performance results as HB while the timing re-
quirement is still met. To further reduce the server bandwidth,
HB-based schemes need to divide the video into more segments,
this requires more logical channels.

A new family of the broadcasting protocol includes Pagoda
broadcasting [8] and New Pagoda [9] broadcasting schemes.
These protocols are hybrid of pyramid-based protocols and
harmonic-based protocols. They partition each video into fixed
size segments (as in HB) and map them into a small number
of data streams of equal bandwidth (as in PB) and use time-
division multiplexing to ensure that successive segments of a
given video are broadcast at the proper decreasing frequencies
(as in HB). The result is that they do not require significantly
more bandwidth and at the same time do not use more logical
streams or less segments than HB-based protocols.

All the above protocols are based on the assumption that the
videos are Constant Bit Rate (CBR) encoded. In the real world
there are many videos with Variable Bit Rate (VBR). Some more
protocols are proposed to address this problem. Saparilla et.
al. proposed a protocol in [12] (we will call it VBR-B) using
the segmentation scheme in FB and applied the techniques of
GoP smoothing, server buffering and client prefetching to im-
prove its performance. Another protocol, the Trace Adaptive
Fragmentation (TAF), proposed in [13] is an improvement of
VBR-B to take into account the trace of each video and try to
obtain lower aggregate bandwidth by comparing possible com-
binations of feasible video schedules. In [11] Paris proposed
a VBR broadcasting protocol (VBHB) based on the cautious-
harmonic protocol. This protocol does not use the smoothing
technique as the other protocols for VBR videos. As a broad-
casting protocol, it requires predetermined server bandwidth.

III. A GENERAL ANALYSIS OF BROADCASTING

PROTOCOLS

A. The Generalized Analytical Approach

To analyze the efficiency of the broadcasting protocols, we
observe that there are three notions very important: segment size
progression, bandwidth allocation for each logical channel (data
stream to transmit a segment), and the satisfaction of continuous
play condition. To describe the schemes with these notions, we
introduce a temporal-bandwidth map, whose x-direction repre-
sents time, and y-direction represents bandwidth. On the lower
part of the map is the broadcasting area. Each logical channel is
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Fig. 1. Temporal-Bandwidth Map of Pyramid Broadcasting with � = 2

presented in this part and its corresponding bandwidth is repre-
sented by its height. These logical channels are piled up together
and the sum of their heights is equal to the server bandwidth re-
quirement. The upper part of the map is the playout of the video
segments corresponding to each of the broadcasting segment in
the broadcasting area. We call this part the playout area.

Figure 11 is the analysis of pyramid broadcasting protocol
using temporal-bandwidth map. The lower part (broadcast-
ing area) corresponds to broadcasting of segments in pyramid
broadcasting scheme. The shaded area of S1, S2, S3 in the
broadcasting area corresponds to the playout of segment S1, S2,
S3 in the playout area. From the time when user starts waiting
to the end the whole video is played out, only the shaded areas
are useful in the broadcasting area.

To measure the efficiency of the broadcasting protocols, we
define broadcasting bandwidth efficiency as:

server bandwidth efficiency =
area of the playout area

area of broadcasting area

Since the playout area is equal to the shaded segments in the
broadcasting area, we can see that the efficiency is actually the
fraction of the useful bits for playout in the broadcasting area to
the total bits broadcast from the time user starts waiting to the
end of the video playout.

One of the design goals of all broadcasting protocols is thus to
maximize the bandwidth efficiency, in other words, reduce the
sum of the bandwidth of each logical channels, i.e., the height of
the broadcasting area, and at the same time, meet the access time
requirement and client I/O bandwidth and storage requirement.

B. Advantage of Separating Different Videos

Before applying the generalized analytical approach to ana-
lyze existing broadcasting protocols, we digress for a moment
to show the advantage of separating different videos. In PB, all
the videos are considered and they are broadcast sequentially
in each logical channel. Each channel has bandwidth B (here
we use B as bandwidth for each logical channel instead of total
bandwidth for a video) and contains segments from M videos.

1The map provided here only considers one video. See the argument in the
next section why we only consider one video here.

Clients have to download at speed B and only 1=M of the chan-
nel cycle is the video they want to watch. A slight change to
the protocol could be made to achieve the bandwidth of B=M
for each segment: separate the M video segments in one logical
channel into M logical channels and let each segment transmit
at a slower speed with bandwidth B=M . This slower transmis-
sion scheme is involuntarily adopted in all of the later proto-
cols and contributes part to their better performance results. The
point is that we can consider each video independently. Each of
them is broadcast in its allocated bandwidth in its own channels.
To mix them with other videos and transmit them serially can
only force higher client I/O bandwidth and hence higher client
storage requirement. We will also show in a later section that
there is no performance gain to aggregate VBR videos together.
Thus far, we will consider only one video.

C. Analysis of Existing Broadcasting Protocols

Now we compare the pyramid-based and harmonic-based
protocols using the proposed approach. We will give the anal-
ysis of the other hybrid protocols in a later section. Without
loss of generality, we set the access latency w as 1 and the to-
tal video duration S is a relative value to w. Note also that the
bandwidth requirement for each logical channel is proportional
to the consumption rate b, its value is not important and we can
also assume it to be 1 for convenience. The comparison here is
based on the same S=w ratio, the required bandwidth for each
protocol is shown by the height of the broadcasting area.

Pyramid broadcasting protocol partitions each video into K
segments of geometrically increasing sizes. The geometric se-
ries has factor �, where � > 1. Each logical channel is now
allocated with bandwidth B=K, where B is the total bandwidth
allocated to this video. Figure 1 gives an example of pyramid
broadcasting with � = 2. Since the playout time of the first
segment must be at least the broadcasting time of the second
segment to guarantee on time delivery, and the first segment is
1=� of the size of the second, the broadcast time of the first
segment must be 1=� of its playout time. So the bandwidth re-
quirement for the first logical channel must be at least � times
of the consumption rate b. We can see the bandwidth allocated
for the whole video is quite large.

Skyscraper broadcasting scheme allocates fixed bandwidth -
the consumption rate b for each logical channel. Its segment size
is determined by a recursive function, whose materialized series
is as follows:

[1; 2; 2; 5; 5; 12; 12; 25; 25; 52; 52; : : :]:

The intuition in this series is that beginning of any next segment
must be encountered before the current segment is consumed.
Since its bandwidth requirement is not as demanding as pyramid
broadcasting, the broadcasting area is not as high as that in PB,
and its segment is somewhat spread out during its playout time.
Figure 2 shows one scenario of how skyscraper broadcasting
works to achieve the same maximum latency time and play the
same length of video as in PB. Note the bandwidth efficiency for
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Fig. 3. Temporal-Bandwidth Map of Polyharmonic Broadcasting

the protocol is the same no matter what scenario is. Compared to
pyramid broadcasting, SB has higher efficiency, as can be easily
observed from its shaded area in the broadcasting area.

The major contribution for harmonic broadcasting is its low
bandwidth requirement. The underlying mechanism for its bet-
ter performance was not addressed in the original paper, but af-
ter applying temporal-bandwidth map to harmonic broadcasting
protocol, it is clear that it actually managed to achieve a higher
bandwidth efficiency: its shaded area has higher occupancy in
the broadcasting area.

CHB and QHB solved the problem of the flaw in HB that
could not always deliver the video segment on time. But ob-
served in temporal-bandwidth map, they have less bandwidth
efficiency. In CHB, if we transform the second and third seg-
ment into the equivalent 1/2 height and 2 slots length, starting
from the third segment, each segment stream does not stretch as
far as its counterpart in HB and thus has higher height and less
efficiency. In QHB, every segment has some portion of redun-
dancy and thus not as efficient. A better protocol similar to HB
is the polyharmonic broadcasting protocol. The novel point in
this protocol is to download the video right away when the user
switches in. Although the segment is not downloaded from the
beginning, it can be reassembled to form a whole segment and it
is guaranteed that by the time the previous segment has finished
playing, the next segment is downloaded. The same maximum
access latency can be achieved with the same server available
bandwidth as harmonic broadcasting, but PHB does not have
the on-time delivery problem.

Figure 3 gives an example of how polyharmonic broadcasting

2t
t 0 t 1

Fig. 4. right-edge restriction of the broadcast segment

scheme works 2. Again, it is easy to observe that polyharmonic
broadcasting tries to stretch its ”useful” segment to get better
efficiency.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF SERVER BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY

The above analysis gives rise to the following observations as
rules to design efficient broadcasting protocols:

Rule 1: Any efficient periodic broadcasting protocol should
not repeat transmitting another cycle of the segment during the
period when the user starts to wait the video until this part of
information is actually started to be played out.

Proof: Observing the temporal-bandwidth map, appear-
ance of a repeated cycle means that there must be some part of
the cycle that is not in the shaded area (the useful part) before
the time when the segment is played out. This implies there ex-
ists unneeded cycle(s) during the downloading time of the seg-
ment. Such protocols are not efficient since they waste part of
the bandwidth to transmit the same data that have been already
received. Note that we restrict the downloading of a whole seg-
ment to end before the start of its playout. This is necessary to
meet the timing requirement. Figure 4 shows a broadcast seg-
ment on the lower part and its playout in the upper. Since user
can switch in at any time t0, the beginning of the next broadcast
cycle t1 should appear as early as the starting playout time of
this segment, t2. In other words, the right edge of the broadcast
segment should not stretch further right to the starting playout
time of this segment, otherwise the timing requirement will not
be met, as is the case in harmonic protocol. We define the du-
ration from the time when user switches in to the time when a
segment starts to playout as the good segment downloading time.

Examples of inefficient protocols that violate this rule are
pyramid broadcasting, permutation-based pyramid broadcast-
ing, skyscraper broadcasting, and cautious harmonic broadcast-
ing protocols. All of them have more than one cycle during
their good segment downloading time. Harmonic broadcasting
violates the timing requirement enforced by this rule.

Rule 2: Any efficient periodic broadcasting protocol should
not include, in any of its cycle, unneeded portions of data for
just in time playout of the video.

Proof: To include unneeded portion of information in any
of its cycle means that the shaded area is somewhat interleaved
with portions of blank area which include useless information.
Such protocols will not be efficient. Quasi-harmonic, pagoda

2Here we use m = 1, a larger m could be used to achieve lower bandwidth
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and new pagoda broadcasting are examples of such protocols
that conflict with this rule.

Rule 3: Any periodic broadcasting protocol needs to repeat
cycles for each segment within their good downloading time.

Proof: This is a requirement for any periodic broadcast-
ing protocol. To meet the access latency requirement, repeated
cycles are needed to broadcast in the network and to let users
download and play the segments within certain waiting time.
Each segment should repeat transmitting the necessary data at
least during its good download time, otherwise this segment of
data can not be delivered on time. We can cut all of the unneeded
cycles or part of them because users actually do not want them
for continuous playout, but we can not avoid broadcasting their
next cycles in order to allow any user to switch in at any time.

The essence of these observations is to let the shaded area
stretch as far to the left and right as possible so that the height
of the broadcasting area, i.e., the required bandwidth, is mini-
mized. To the left means the starting downloading time is the
time the client switches in. To the right means to let the down-
loading period as long as possible, to the point when the segment
is needed to be played out - this is essentially to let the segment
arrive just in time.

An interesting family of broadcasting protocols is the pagoda
protocol and its variants. Their segments have equal size. Dif-
ferent segments can map to the same broadcast stream, but each
segment only occupies part of the broadcast stream cycle. Each
stream broadcasts at consumption rate b. The ith segment is
broadcast at frequency close to but at least 1 every i slots. To
analyze its efficiency, a normalization transformation can be
performed by replacing the segment in the broadcasting area
with a segment of length corresponding to reverse of the seg-
ment broadcast frequency and height calculated from the area
of the segment in the playout area. The normalized map has
one stream per segment. It can be shown that pagoda protocol
has portion of data wasted during its good segment downloading
time and is not as efficient as polyharmonic protocol in terms of
bandwidth requirement.

The discussion above shows that polyharmonic protocol is
the only protocol meets all the necessary conditions for effi-
cient broadcasting protocols. We define the protocols that meet
the three rules the optimally-structured broadcasting protocols.
Optimally-structured protocols can have different video infor-
mation encoding schemes which could be different from poly-
harmonic broadcasting protocol, but they can be normalized to
a structure similar to polyharmonic protocol. Note that unlike
polyharmonic broadcasting, optimally-structured schemes can
have different segment size as well as different segment broad-
casting bandwidth. The key restriction is the area restriction,
i.e., the segment area in the playout area should be equal to the
one in the broadcasting area.

The structure of optimally-structured broadcasting schemes
is illustrated in Figure 5. Every segment is downloaded during
its good segment downloading time. Every broadcast segment
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Fig. 5. Optimally-Structured Schemes

(shaded area) contains no portion of replicated information. Ar-
eas S1; S2; S3; : : : in the playout area and broadcasting area are
of the same size respectively.

Timing requirement can still be met as long as we keep the
corresponding segment area restriction in mind. Figure 5 illus-
trates that starting from any time t, playout of segments (cor-
responding to the lower playout area, their corresponding seg-
ments in the broadcasting area are those shaded segments) have
the same structure as those segments starting from the same time
(corresponding to the solid line rectangles in the broadcasting
area, their playout is in the upper playout area). So when an-
alyzing these schemes, we can assume that all the segments in
the broadcasting area are started from the same time.

A. Optimization of CBR Broadcasting Schemes

We observe that segment size and channel bandwidth in
optimally-structured schemes can be different. The optimiza-
tion problem is thus to choose the optimal segment progression
among the optimally-structured schemes. Given segment num-
ber n, how can we partition the video to achieve the lowest band-
width? Formally, let bi be the channel bandwidth for the ith seg-
ment, Si be the segment size, w = 1 and b = 1, the problem can
be stated as:

minimize
nX
i=1

bi

subject to

bi(1 +

i�1X
j=1

Sj) = Si i = 1; 2; : : : ; n

nX
i=1

Si = S

Si > 0; bi > 0

Note that

(1 + bi) =
1 +
Pi

j=1 Sj

1 +
Pi�1

j=1 Sj
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n
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Multiplying all n number of (1 + bi) produces:

nY
i=1

(1 + bi) = 1 +

nX
j=1

Sj = S + 1

That is, the product of the n variables (1 + bi) is a constant,
S+1. To minimize

Pn
i=1 bi is the same as minimize

Pn
i=1(1+

bi). The latter is minimized when (1 + bi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n are
equal to each other, given their product is a constant. This meansPn

i=1 bi is also minimized when bi are equal to each other, say
b�. Consquently,

(1 + bi)
n = S + 1

or
bi = b� = n

p
S + 1� 1 (1)

the bandwidth requirement is

nX
i=1

bi = nb� = n( n
p
S + 1� 1) (2)

and the optimized segment size progression is

Si = b�(1 + b�)i�1

= (
n

p
S + 1� 1)(

n

p
S + 1)i�1

The segment progression follows a geometrical sequence. The
golden factor for segment progression is thus n

p
S + 1, here S is

a relative value to access latency w. The golden factor is solely
determined by the duration of the video, the required access la-
tency and the number of segments. The original idea is proposed
by Hu et. al. in [10]. The protocol is called greedy equal band-
with broadcasting (GEBB). Like PB, the optimized scheme has
equal bandwidth broadcasting stream and geometrically grow-
ing segment size; unlike PB, it downloads each segment greed-
ily, i.e., immediately after user switches in. Interestingly, for a
video with S=w equal to 127, the golden factor is 2. The Fast
Broadcasting protocol uses this factor but it is not optimal if
S=w has other values.

B. Optimization of VBR Broadcasting Schemes

So far we limited our discussion in CBR broadcasting. A sim-
ilar approach can be applied to the compressed video or a VBR
video. The playout area of the video will have variable bit rate
in the temporal-bandwidth map and its broadcasting segment is
still of constant bit rate. Area restriction still applies. The opti-
mal partition of the video is a problem that can be formalized in
a similar manner as the previous section. This is a non-linear op-
timization problem with n linear inequality constraints, we can
construct a Lagrangian function and solve it using Kuhn-Tucker
necessary conditions. In theory, a series of n equations need to
be solved to obtain the optimal partition.

A more practical dynamic programming approach is pre-
sented in Figure 6. The idea is to construct a table Bmin start-
ing from one segment and video length of one frame, then go

// Initialize table Bmin to infinity
for (i = 1; i � N ; i++)

for (j = 1; j � n; j ++)
Bmin[i; j] =1

// Initialize A[i] to be the accumulated frame
// sizes from the first frame to the ith frame.
// Initialize the required bandwidth for one
// segment and i frames of video length.
A[0] = 0;
for (i = 1; i � N ; i++)

Pmin[i; 1] = i;
A[i] = A[i� 1] + f [i];

Bmin[i; 1] =
A[i]�A[0]

w ;

// Construct the rest of the table
for (i = 2; i � n; i++)

for (j = i; j � N ; j ++)
for (k = i� 1; k < j; k ++)

B0 = Bmin[k; i� 1] + A[j]�A[k]
w+k=F ;

if (B0 < Bmin[j; i])
Bmin[j; i] = B0;
Pmin[j; i] = k;

Fig. 6. Pseudocode for the dynamic programming solution

on step by step for larger segment numbers and larger video
length. The given arguments are: client waiting time require-
ment w, total video length N frames, the ith frame size f [i],
and frame consumpution rate F frames/sec. Bmin[j; i] indi-
cates the minimum bandwidth requirement for a video with j
frames and i segments. It is calculated from the minimum band-
width requirement for i� 1 segments and video length k frames
(Bmin[k; i � 1]), where k is less than j frames and larger or
equal to i� 1 frames 3. A[j]�A[k]

w+k=F is the bandwidth requirement
for a segment with frames from k to j � 1. Pmin[j; i] saves the
starting frame position of the ith segment with video length of
j frames. The computational complexity of this algorithm is in
O(nN2) and the space complexity is in O(nN). In any case
when the complexity is inhibiting, a ready way to reduce it is to
relax the frame granulity, or combine several frames together to
form a larger ”frame”.

Due to the design of the optimally-structured scheme, the
VBR video is naturally transformed to CBR streams to broad-
cast in the network and it is inherently not subject to loss. It is
shown that the optimal solution out-performs the existing VBR
broadcasting schemes significantly. Experiments with different
video traces using the optimal approach indicate the later seg-
ments in VBR video follow a similar geometric series as a CBR
video. This is because the later segments tend to be large and
include more frames. The average segment playout rates in later

3Bmin[k; j � 1] with k < j � 1 has no meaning since frame number is
always no less than segment number.
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segments are almost the same and this makes the optimal seg-
ment division similar to that of CBR. A simplified algorithm
can be constructed based on the above observation to calculate
a near optimal video division.

V. THEORETICAL BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT BOUND FOR

ANY PERIODIC BROADCASTING PROTOCOL

Given the required access latencyw and video length S, what
is the server bandwidth lower bound requirement for any peri-
odic broadcasting protocol? From the discussion above, we see
that only the optimally-structured broadcasting schemes are de-
signed in the way that does not waste server bandwidth. Any
other schemes can be transformed to a similar structure with
each logical channel transmitting a portion of data from the
video, whether this cycle of data is transmitted during its good
downloading time will decide if it’s optimally-structured or not.

What if we change the shape of the video itself while still let it
be played out on time? This corresponds to change the shape of
the playout area, with part of certain segment(s) moved to some
previous4 segment(s). This is essentially a kind of smoothing
technique. Figure 7 shows why smoothing incurs more band-
width demand. Suppose part of segment Si is smoothed to
its previous segment Si�1. The bandwidth requirement for the
(i�1)th broadcast channel will be increased. To compensate the
lost areaA2, the combined two new channels’ bandwidth will be
greater than that before smoothing, i.e., bi�1 + bi < b

0

i�1 + b
0

i.
The same argument can be applied to segment Si�2, Si�3 : : :.
This implies that smoothing by segment rearrangement does not
help lowering the bandwidth requirement, it can only make it
worse. We also see why just in time is so desirable to reduce
the bandwidth requirement. The earlier the part of the segment
arrives ahead of the time when it is needed, the less efficient the
protocol is.

We conclude that optimally-structured broadcasting scheme
without changing the playout shape is the only candidate to
achieve lower bandwidth requirement. The essence of the
optimally-structured scheme is that any segment is downloaded
and only downloaded during its good segment downloading
time, and during this time period, there should not be any other
portion of the segment included in this repeated cycle. The
theoretical server bandwidth lower bound is reached when the
optimally-structured schemes have an infinity number of seg-
ments as is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given a video with required access latency of w
and length of S, there exists a theoretic bandwidth requirement
lower bound B0. This bound is reached when the optimally-
structured broadcast scheme has infinity number of segments.
A CBR video with consumption rate b has the bound of b �
ln(S=w+1). A VBR video with video consumption rate b �f(t)
has the bound of

R S
0

b�f(t)dt
w+t .

Proof: Suppose the video is partitioned into n segments
(does not matter if it’s optimally partitioned or not) and its re-

4Normally moving to latter segment is not feasible since timing requirement
is violated.
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quired bandwidth is B(n). Figure 7 shows how further parti-
tion of any segment Sj into Sj1 and Sj2 results in lower band-
width requirement. bj must be larger than sum of bj1 and
bj2. Let every segment split and we get 2n segments, while
B(n) > B(2n). When n ! 1,

P
n bi monotonically de-

creases, but it has a lower bound. This concludes that series
B(n) converges, i.e., the lower bound exists and is reached when
segment number tends to inifinity. We denote its limitation as
B0. In the case of CBR video, B0 can be calculated from the
optimal segment bandwidth b�:

B0(CBR) = limn!1nb�

= limn!1nb(
n

p
S=w + 1� 1)

= b � ln(S=w + 1)
(3)

For any video with consumption rate given by b � f(t), at any
time t to t + dt, the broadcast scheme must at least transmit
b � f(t)dt length of data. This amount of data should transmit
fully during its good downloading time w + t. The bandwidth
required to transmit this amount of data is b�f(t)dt

w+t . The total
bandwidth requirement for a video of length S is:

B0(V BR) =

Z S

0

b � f(t)dt
w + t

(4)

Note that in the CBR case, f(t) = 1 and equation 4 reduces to
the value in equation 3. By varying video length t, an asymptote
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B(t) = b � ln(t=w + 1) can be obtained as shown in Figure
8. Any normalized broadcasting streams are confined by this
asymptote.

VI. CLIENT I/O BANDWIDTH AND STORAGE

REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

While server bandwidth requirement and client access latency
are the key issues in current VOD systems, we should also
take into account two other performance measures: client I/O
bandwidth and buffer space requirements. Optimally-structured
broadcasting protocols require client download at the same
bandwidth as the server for the video. Although the optimal
division of the video gives out the lowest server bandwidth, it
could still cause too high demand at the client side.

Since both pyramid broadcasting and skyscraper broadcast-
ing download no more than two logical channels, their I/O band-
width requirement could be less than that of optimaly-structured
protocols. A convenient change to the optimaly-structured pro-
tocol can be made to meet the maximum client I/O bandwidth
requirement. As illustrated in Figure 9, assume client can down-
load at most 2 streams at rate b, the first two segments are con-
structed as normal, starting from the third segment, segment i’s
left edge is aligned with segment i � 2’s right edge. This guar-
antees that client needs to download at most at rate 2b. The
segment progression is a fibonacci series. Its server bandwidth
requirement is better than skyscaper protocol and its variants.
Note also that starting from the third broadcast stream, the un-
used portion of the cycle need not transmit any data, this is
different from any other existing broadcasting protocols. As
a result, the average server bandwidth for this scheme is only
4:78b, less than 6b since the unused portion in each good seg-
ment downloading time can be used to transmit any other data.

As for the buffer space requirement, we first give an estimate
of the optimally-structured scheme. The worst case buffer space
requirement for the optimal case of CBR video when n ! 1
can be calculated as follows. The buffer space requirement at
any moment t0 is given by the shaded rectangle area shown in
Figure 8. The blank area below the asymptote and above the
shaded area is the part that has been played. Client first down-
loads the video at bandwidth B0 and starts accumulating video
segments. After time w, it starts to consume the video at rate
b. The downloading speed slows down and at the time when
it reduces to the consumption rate b, the buffered data reaches

its highest amount. After that the downloading speed will be
less than b and the buffer space requirement is reduced. So the
worst case buffer space requirement can be calculated when the
shaded rectangle has the height of b, and its length corresponds
to the t value given in B(t) = b � ln(t=w + 1) = B0 � b =
b �(ln(S=w+1)�1). So the buffer space requirement is b � S+we ,
almost 1=e, or 37% of the video, if w is relatively much smaller
than S. With fixed segment number n and optimal partition
scheme, the buffered data are given by:

(w +
lX

j=1

Sj) � (n� l)b�

where l is the last segment that satisfies (n � l)b� > b, or l =
bn� b

b� c. Note that when b� > b, l = n� 1 and the worst case
buffer space is the size of the last segment, i.e., b�(1 + b�)n�1,
if S is normalized with w, according to equation 1, it can be
presented as:

((1� 1
n

p
S + 1

) � S + 1

S
) � S

Since S+1
S is almost 1 when the video length is relatively larger

than the access latency, the worst case buffer space requirement
is (1 � 1

n
p
S+1

) of the total video. With 7 segments and video
length of 127 and access latency of 1, it corresponds to 50% of
the video. We can expect less buffer space requirement when we
partition the video into more segments. With more segments,
client will be able to download at lower pace. So the client
storage requirement is also related to client I/O bandwidth. Re-
striction on client download speed will require less client stor-
age. The scheme illustrated in Figure 9 requires only 31% of the
video.

The tradeoff among the different design goals can be observed
from the above discussion. A well-designed broadcasting proto-
col needs to consider different design goals and tailor its struc-
ture to meet all the requirements. The proposed analytical ap-
proach is a good guide to analyze broadcasting protocols and
direct the design of these protocols to achieve different perfor-
mance goals in different categories. To reduce the server band-
width of optimally-structured schemes will at the same time re-
duce the client I/O bandwidth as well as the storage requirement.
But reducing server bandwidth could end up with too many seg-
ments and it also has a lower bound. If client I/O bandwidth and
storage requirement are the bottleneck, the optimally-structured
scheme can be modified to satisfy these requirement while still
remains the best in terms of server bandwidth requirement.

One last note here is the possibility of reducing the segment
number and broadcasting streams to decrease encoding and de-
coding complexity. So far most of the protocols have one seg-
ment per stream. The exception is the Pagoda family schemes.
The artful design of these schemes packs different segments to-
gether in one stream, thus reducing the number of broadcast-
ing and downloading streams. Note that streams in broadcast-
ing protocols are logical streams. There is no requirement for
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streams in optimally-structured schemes transmit in different
physical channels. Different streams can be packed together and
transmitted in one physical channel. It adds no more complica-
tion to the client to reassemble the segments with the structure
in optimally-structured scheme than Pagoda family schemes. As
for the segment number, as we proved before, to reduce the seg-
ment number will end up with larger server bandwidth require-
ment. Again here is the trade-off between implementation com-
plexity and performance results.

VII. TRUE VOD AND INTERACTIVE FUNCTION SUPPORT

All the existing broadcasting protocols do not support true
VOD, or zero client waiting time. One possible solution is pro-
posed in [14]. It requires the client set-top box predownload the
first segments of the most popular videos. Client can start watch-
ing right away if he tunes into the popular videos. This scheme
does not always work since client may not want to watch the
predetermined popular videos. Here we propose a slight change
to the broadcasting protocols to provide true VOD. Rather than
broadcasting the first segment in the network, the first segment
can be transmitted on demand. Its length should be equal to the
good downloading time of the second segment that is broadcast
in the network. Since the first segment could be very small, it
won’t require demanding server bandwidth. The remaining seg-
ments are broadcast as normal.

To support interactive VOD in broadcasting schemes is a
tough issue. None of the known protocols support interactive
functions. While pause and rewind can be supported by intro-
ducing more buffer space, fast forwarding is the most difficult
to implement in broadcasting protocols. Fast forward requires
the video data transmitted in shorter time than normal, but the
most efficient broadcasting protocol in terms of server band-
width tries to transmit data just in time. Optimally-structured
schemes transmit video segments throughout its good down-
loading time. A x time units forward action would result in a
later segment i downloading less x � bi of data by the time when
they are needed to be played out, where bi is the transmission
rate for the ith segment.

We propose two possible solutions here to support interactive
VOD. The first approach is based on the optimally-structured
scheme. Due to the predetermined nature of broadcasting
schemes, we can only support limited fast forward service, say
up to x time units of fast forwarding. Rather than transmitting
each data segment throughout its good segment downloading
time, we can change the broadcasting period for each segment
to be x time units less than its good downloading time. Note
that the corresponding segment stream will require higher trans-
mission bandwidth. Another approach is to transmit unreceived
portion of the segment on demand. The client should still re-
ceive each broadcasting stream as normal and the server will
transmit the missing x � bi data for each of the later segment i.

VIII. BROADCAST VS. MULTICAST

Broadcasting schemes have proved themselves as efficient for
most of the popular videos. They require predetermined server
bandwidth to achieve certain access latency and they are not
subject to data loss. The downsides are they are not flexible
in providing true or interactive VOD service. Many multicast-
ing schemes are proposed to provide immediate service to users
while still keep server bandwidth requirement low. But all these
schemes can not perform well when client arrival rate is high.
The lower bound on required server bandwidth for multicast
schemes is given in [20] as: ln(S�+1). The broadcasting lower
bound given in Equation 3 is exactly a special case where we
consider the arrival rate is 1 every w time units. In other words,
multicast schemes with regular client arrival rate of 1=w degen-
erate to broadcast schemes. In real world, client arrival could
be bursty and all multicast schemes can not scale well when �
is too high. We envision that a good way to provide VOD ser-
vice is to combine both the proactive and reactive approaches
together. The essence of the existing multicast schemes is to
share the later part of the video as much as possible. To transmit
first segment of the video immediately and use later segments
from broadcasting streams is a promising way to provide guar-
anteed service for popular videos. This is essentially to merge
users to the shared stream just after the first segment. Note how-
ever that there is a lower bound server bandwidth requirement
for broadcasting schemes. Broadcasting is not efficient when the
video is not required frequently. VOD system needs to decide
certain threshold from which we can divide videos according to
their popularity and choose to transmit them using broadcasting
or multicasting schemes.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Network bandwidth has been identified as a serious bottle-
neck in today’s media servers. Many researchers have shown
that broadcasting is a good remedy for this problem. From the
pioneering work of pyramid broadcasting protocol and its vari-
ants to the harmonic family protocols, we see the trend of lower
broadcasting speed for the video segments. This lower transmis-
sion speed at the video servers results in a lower client I/O band-
width requirement and less buffer space requirement at the client
end. Based on our generalized analysis approach by means of
the proposed temporal-bandwidth map, we observe that a com-
mon thread uniting all these schemes is to transmit the video
segments just in time. To achieve the lowest server bandwidth
requirement, it is crucial that video segments be transmitted dur-
ing their good downloading time.

We proved that there exists a lower server bandwidth require-
ment given client access latency requirement and video length.
The lower bound is reached when there are infinity number of
segments broadcasting in the network. Given limited segment
number n, the optimal partition of the video is to let the seg-
ment progression with the golden factor of n

p
S=w + 1 and each

broadcasting stream have equal bandwidth. The optimal par-
tition of VBR videos can be calculated using a dynamic pro-
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gramming algorithm. VBR videos are naturally transmitted with
CBR streams and there is no need to apply smoothing tech-
niques to reduce data loss.

The proposed generalized analysis approach provides an in-
sight look at the broadcasting protocols. The four important
performance measures: broadcasting bandwidth, access latency,
client I/O bandwidth requirement and buffer space requirement
can be observed through the temporal-bandwidth map. To de-
sign a broadcasting scheme to meet different performance re-
quirement, we can start with the optimally-structured schemes
and then tailor them to meet the other requirements. The result-
ing scheme will require the least server bandwidth while still
meet the other requirements. We provided examples on how
to restrict client I/O bandwidth and provide interactive function
based on this approach.

The essence of all the protocols in VOD system, no matter
they are broadcasting or multicasting schemes, is to let users
share as much data as possible. The reactive multicast approach
degenerates to broadcast structure for the arrival rate of 1=w.
We envision a better way to provide VOD service is to combine
both reactive and proactive approaches together to provide true
interactive and still guaranteed VOD service.
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